Instructions for Fairy Shrimp Craft
Supplies:
 Paper or Styrofoam plate
 Scissors
 Googly eyes
 Glue

Directions:
1. Cut the plate in half. This allows you to make two fairy shrimp!
2. Determine what end you want to be the head and cut to make a rounded head. Continue
cutting to remove extra material. A fairy shrimp is pretty skinny!
3. Below the head, cut small strips to make 22 legs.
4. After the legs cut a bump for the egg sack.
5. Next, create a tail by making a fork at the end of the shrimp
6. Glue on googly eye
BONUS: You can color your fairy shrimp with crayons, colored pencils, or markers!

Instructions for mammoth craft
Supplies:
 Brown construction paper (or any color you want your mammoth to be)
 Marker/ pencil
 Scissors
 Googly eyes
 Glue
 White foam paper (or white paper)
 Pipe cleaner

Directions:
1. Grab your brown piece of construction paper and at one end trace squiggly lines to
shape the mammoth head. Once you have it traced, cut it out.
2. Grab the white piece of paper and make your tusks! You can free cut it or trace it by
making 2 bubbled J letters. Once you have them traced, cut them out.
3. Glue on your tusks towards the bottom of your mammoth head.
4. Next, glue on your googly eyes! You can also draw eyes if you want
5. Make two small circles under the eyes. Poke a hole in each circle you just drew.
6. Take pipe cleaner and thread it through the two holes. Loosely tie the two ends of the
pipe cleaner together.
7. Slide your mammoth ring on your finger and tighten the pipe cleaner as you need to so
your ring doesn’t fall off!
BONUS: Grab a larger piece of pipe cleaner and make a mammoth bracelet!

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mNnUlZC--QY

